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ALL SPEAKS TO THE 144,000

Greetings beloved ones, we are ALL and we come to guide and to support as YOU now begin
the walk from the Old Earth Matrix to BACE Camp and then align fully in order to cross the
BRIDGE in TRUTH. 

It has taken YOU life times to address that which the Old Earth Matrix has created within the
human physical vehicle that YOU are now incarnate into.  YOU have walked this dimensional
space that is referenced to humanity as “earth” repeatedly. Each time managing to link to the
other aspects of SELF that have become broken and lost over the breaking of the human
family lineage that is called “ANCESTRY”.  It is YOU that are YOUr ancestors, it is YOU that
has made the steps necessary to take YOU to this point in the evolution process, as it now
begins on the physical plane that humanity are CHAINED INTO then YOU are ready.  It may
be that  YOU feel  very  lost  at  this  time and that  YOU do not  recognize  much that  YOU
experience within this human physical plane but rest assured YOU are NOT lost. YOU ARE
FOUND. 

The 144,000 are a team of incarnated Beings that were chosen for their skills in being able to
navigate and to work with the various issues that the Old Earth Matrix created thru its birth.
YOU are masters of SELF, YOU have skills that none around YOU have and this is deliberate
because without these skills YOU would become lost and YOU would have failed that which
YOU came here to BE. 

ORION thanks YOU for YOUr continued service and now ORION wakes within YOU in order
that YOU can remember who YOU are in TRUTH and in the remembrance find one another,
for YOU incarnated separately but YOU are a whole and the whole will find itself and when it
does it will birth ANEW and this is what lies before YOU at this time. 

WE are ALL and WE ARE. 
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